
1 IntroductiQn1 

Coordination and constituency in St'at'imcets 

Henry Davis 
UBC 

Very little work has been done on coordination in Salish. In particular, the use of coordination as a tool to 
explore syntactic constituency has - as far as I know - never been undertaken systematically in any Salish 
language. The current paper is a first attempt to remedy this gap in St'at'imcets; as usual, I hope it will 
provoke others to explore similar issues in other Salish languages. 

2 Basics 

None of the three basic English conjunctions "and", "or" and "but" have exact equivalents in St'at'imcets~ 
"And" may be translated in one of three ways, depending on what is being coordinated and whether 
temporal sequencing is involved; "or" has no direct equivalent at all; and "but" has a number of 
equivalents. which differentiate subtly between degrees and types of antithesis. The syntax of the various 
elements used to translate English conjunctions is also highly variable: some are full predicates, some 
second position enclitics, some adverbs. A brief survey of these elements follows. 

2.1 Muta7 

The most widespread conjunction in St'at'imcets is muta7, which has two distinct uses: the first is as a 
sentence-level temporal adverb meaning "again" "still", "more", the second as a conjunction, which is the 
closest St'at'imcets equivalent to English "and", The first use is illustrated in the examples in (1-9), which 
are taken from various textual sources? 

L T'ak muta7 kMi7 ti=pepeI7=a, pepla7 kati7 
go again around det=one(animal)=exis one(animal) around 

"There goes another one, another one is going by over there!" 

2. Kwikws muta7. Ian ka=hal'h=a 
small again already ooc=appear=ooc 

"A little bit more, it's already showing!" 

ti=t'ak=a 
det=go=exis 

muta7 
again 

(eM) 

1 As ever, lowe a great debt to St'at'imcets consultants Beverley Frank, Gertrude Ned, Laura Thevarge, and Rose 
Agnes Whitley. Parts of this paper were first presented at the Victoria Workshop on Salish Morphosyntax, February 8 
1997. Thanks to Hamida Demirdache, Lisa Matthewson and the Victoria workshop audience for helpful discussion. 
Research on St'at'imcets is supported by SSHRCC grant #410-95-1519. 
2 Abbreviations are as follows: abs = absent, act = active intransitivizer, adhort = adhortative enclitic, aut = 
autonomous intransitivizer, caus = causative (non-control) transitivizer. conj = conjunctive subject clitic, det = 
determiner, dim = diminutive, dir = directive (full control) transitivizer, erg = 'ergative' (transitive) subject suffix, exis 
= existential enclitic, foc = focus predicate, inch = inchoative infix/suffix, interr = interrogative enclitic, loc = locative 
prefix. mid = middle intransitivizer, neg = negation, nom = nominalizer, obj = object suffix, obI = oblique, ooc = out
of-control clitic combination, part = particle. pass = passive, past = past tense enclitic, pI = plural, poss = possessive 
affixlclitic, prog = progressive, quot = quotative enclitic, rec= reciprocal suffix, red = redirective (relational) 
transitivizer, redup = reduplication, sg = singular, stat = stative prefix, subj = (indicative) subject clitic, top = topic 
maintenance suffix. A dash (-) indicates an affix boundary and an equals sign (=) a clitic boundary. Examples are given 
in the van Eijk Practical Orthography; a conversion chart to the standard Americanist Phonemic Alphabet is given in 
the appendix. . _ 
3 For textual examples, speakers' initials are given. Examples are taken from the following sources: BE, ML, RJ, SM: 
van Eijk and Williams (1981); CM, SJ: unpublished transcriptions by Marie Abrahams of Mount Currie, B.C; BF: 
Matthewson (1999); AI, RW, BF': curriculum materials distributed by the Upper St'at'imc Language, Culture and 
Education Society; Kayam: Hill-Tout (1905). All non-attributed examples have been directly elicited. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Qwatsats=ku7 
leave=quot 

muta7 nzanem muta7 
again circle again 

it' -em muta7 
sing-midagain 

ft'-em 
sing-mid 

"So off he went again, circling and singing and singing." 

Tsicw ti=pa17 -alts=a 
went det=one-house=exis 

ti=pa17=a 
det=one=exis 

sq'it, 
day 

pala? muta7 sq'it 
one again day 

tSlcw=ku7 
get=quot 

ti=pa17 -alts=a 
det=one-house=exis 

"One day he went to one house, the next day he went to another." 

Wa7 
prog 

muta7 laku7 i=nukw=a wa7 
again there pl.det=other=exis prog 

es-7istken 
stat-(nom-)pit.house 

"There were other people over there who had a pit-house." 

Cw7aoz muta7 kw=s=ka=ts'aqw;..s-as=a 
neg again det=nom=ooc=eat-caus-3erg 

"Neither could she eat it when it was raw." 

Suxwast, 
descend 

uqwa7. fak 
drink go 

muta7 
again 

lh=w=as 
when=prog=3conj 

xat'-em 
ascend-mid 

"He went down. drank, and then went back up again." 

Wa7 
prog 

aylh 
then 

lati7 
there 

ti=smulhats=a, wa7 
det=woman=exis prog 

"Now, the woman did have a dog .... " 

mula7 es-qaxa7 
again stat-dog 

xi.7xew' 
raw 

(SJ) 

(ML) 

(ML) 

(ML) 

(RJ) 

(ML) 

9. PaJa7 lt7u-na sq'ut-s=a ti=sk'w-al'ts=a lati7=ku7 lh=w=as 
one there-exactly side-3poss=exis det=break-rock=exis there=quot where=prog=3conj 

wats, 
defecate 

lt7u muta7 ti=sq'ut=a lh=w=as k6sa07, 
over. there again det=side=exis where=prog=3conj urinate 

mula7 ti =sq'ut=a wa7=ku7 
again det=side=exis prog=quot 

lati? nt'ak'w ti=qu7=a ... 
there puddle det=water=exis 

lt7u 
over. there 

"On one side of the cave he used to defecate, on another side he used to urinate, and on another 
side there was a pool of water ... " (BE) 

As shown by (1-9), though the core use of adverbial mula7 is as a temporal quantifier signifying the 
repetition or prolongation of an event, as in (3) and (7), it has several other related functions. In 
combination with the numeral pala7 "one", as in (1) and (4), and sometimes without it, as in (5) and (9), it 
means "one more, another", quantifying over individuals; with certain adjectives such as kwikws "small, a 
little", it acts as a degree modifier, quantifying over amounts, as in (2); with negative predicates it means 
"no more, neither", as in (6); andfinally it is sometimes used as a linking device in narratives meaning 
something like "what's more, furthermore", as in (8). 

The variation in quantificational force shown above is typical of what Barbara Partee (1995) has 
termed "A-type quantification", where the mnemonic "A" stands for adverbs. auxiliaries and affixes.

4
Like 

4 It is perhaps worth mentioning that in tum-of-the-century Sfat'imcets, as exemplified in the story Kay tim transcribed 
by Charles Hill-Tout (Hill-Tout 1905), there are some sentences strongly suggesting that mllta7 had auxiliary status (a 
possibility now lost). Thus in (i) and (ii), muta7 attracts the proclitic nominalizer and enclitic third person possessive 
subject, a characteristic property of auxiliaries in contemporary St'at'imcets, but impossible for non-auxiliary adverbs: 
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other A-type quantifiers, adverb mula7 acts as an unselective binder, quantifying over either events, 
individuals, or degrees. 

Adverbial muta7has similar syntax to other temporal modifiers in St'at'imcets, including nukun' 
"again" (semi-pejorative), kahil "soon",lhkun(sa) "now". Like these other elements, mula7 prefers to 
follow the first prosodic word of a sentence (including all enclitics), though it may also occur following any 
major constituent boundary. The examples in (10-11), which are a few sentences apart in the same 
narrative, clearly show the positional variability typical of such adverbs: 

10. 

11. 

TSlcw=ku7=ti7 
went=quot=that.one 

aylh 
then 

p'an't 
return 

"So then he went back again to the people.,,5 

TSlcW=ti7 
went=th at. one 

aylh 
then 

muta7 p'an't 
again return 

muta7 et7u e=ki=ucwalmlcw=a 
again to.there to=pl.det=people=exis 

ala7 
there 

e=ki=nk'saytken-s=a 
to=pl.det=relative-3poss=exis 

"So then he went back again to his relatives." 

(ML) 

(ML) 

While semantically related to adverbial mula7 (and possibly originally derived from it), conjunction muta7 
has a quite different syntax. Just like English "and", it occurs between coordinated constituents of any 
category. Some examples are given below, with the coordinated constituents bracketed: (12), (13), and (14) 
involve coordination of subject, object, and prepositional object DPs, respectively; (15) and (16) involve 
main and subordinate clause coordination, respectively; and (17) involves PP coordination, though note that 
in this example both the proclitic prepositions and the immediately following determiners are elided, as 
occurs frequently in connected speech in St'at'imcets. See Section 2 below for a more systematic 
examination of what can and cannot be coordinated by mUla7. 

12. Tqflh=t'u7 takem [i=spzu7=a] muta7 [i=spepzuz7=a] zuqw 
almost=part all [pl.det=beast=exis] and [pl.det=bird=exis] die 

"Almost all the animals and birds died." (BP') 

13. CwH'-em [ku=sqweyfts] muta7 [ku=takem=t'u7 kati7 wa7=t'u7 t'fq-s-as] 
seek-mid [ det=rabbit] aId [ det=al1=part around. there prog=part arri ve-caus-3erg] 

14. 

15. 

(i) 

(ii) 

"He looked for rabbits and for anything else around there that he used to bring." (ML) 

Cuy'=lhkalh 
going. to= 1 pl.subj 

ken=[ki=7ay'tseqw-az'=a] 

legw-flc-min-twal' 
hide-aut-red-rec 

around= [pl.det=raspberry-plant=exis] 
muta7 
and 

kati7 
around. there 

[i=q'welap-az'=a] 
[pl.det=strawberry-plant=exis] 

"We began to hide from each other around the raspberry and strawberry plants." (BF) 

[Papt 
[keep 

k'exem 
wind.blow 

-- ti=sutik-ak7=a] 
det=winter-hand=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[cw7it i=maq7=a] 
[many pLdet=snow=exis] 

"The north wind kept blowing and there was a lot of snow." 

Nilh=t'u7 s=mufa7=s kwan=as 
foc=so nam=again=3pass take(dir)-3erg 
"Then she took the short one once more ..... 

ti=s-lhq'iq'-al'q{w}=a .. . 
det=nom-short-Iooking .. . 

Tsicw-almen=kU7=t'u7, nf---lh=fu7 s=muta7=s 
getthere-almost=quot=so the ... n=so nom=again=3pass 
"He had almost reached it, but then it receded into the distance again ... " 

kaw-Iec ... 
far-aut... 

(AI) 

5 The determiner ki= in this and following examples is an altemant ofthe present plural determiner i= which is 
employed after prepositions. 
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16. 

17. 

Tsukw=t'u7 
all=part 

ka=ptinus-mln-an=a [kw=s=xfm-in' -an ti=sp' a7 -cen-s=a] 
ooc=think -red-lerg=ooc [det=nom=grab-dir-lerg det=paw-foot -3poss=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[kw=n=s=talh-Iec] 
[det= lsg.poss=nom=stand-aut] 

"All I could think of was to grab its paw and stand up." 

Cw7aoz kw=s=ka=ptak=a 
neg det=nom=ooc=pass. by=ooc 

i=wa7 
pl.det=prog 

[n-khls-i=ha] muta7 (s-aw't-i=ha] 

matq 
travel 

[loc-front-3pl.poss=exis] and (nom-behind-3pl.poss=exis] 

"Travellers could not get across the slides in front of and behind them." 

(BF') 

1=ki=s7acw=a 
at=pl.det=slide=exis 

(AI) 

Like English "and", muta7 generally occurs preceding the rightmost conjunct in a sequence of 
more than two coordinated constituents, as shown in (18), though this is not invariable, as demonstrated by 
(19). 

18. L=ta=slsxets-s=a ta=tswaw' cw=a lh=u=s 
on=det=shore-3poss=exis det=creek=exis where=prog=3conj 

wa7 
prog 

es-tsftcw 
stat-house 

wi=[s=Nk'yap], 
pl=[ nom=Coyote] 

[s=Q'awam'] 
(nom=Wolfj 

muta7 
and 

[i=nk' saytken-f=ha] 
[pl.det=relative-3pl. poss=exis] 

"On the bank of a creek is where Coyote, Wolf, and their relatives had a house." (RW) 

19. N'as=kacw=malh qu.qws-em' [ku=naolaokw], muta7 (ku=scfci7], (sgf7i7] 
go=2sg.subj=adhort shoot(redup)-mid (det=Nutcracker] and (det=GrayJay] (magpie] 

"You go shoot some Clark's Nutcrackers, Gray Jays, and magpies." (ML) 

Note the presence in (18) of the plural element wi=, which is used in three rather distinct environments in 
St'at'imcets: with plural or conjoined proper names (as in 20) or pet names (as in 21); with plural 
independent pronouns, as in (22-23); and with complex numbers, where it means "plus" as shown in (24): 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
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Wa7 
prog 

alkst=wit 
work=3pl 

wi=s=Bill 
pl=nom=Bill 

"Bill and John are working." 

Cw7it wi=s=klka7 
many pl=nom=gi rl (pet -name) 

wa7 
prog 

"There are a lot of girls around here." 

Swat 
who 

lhel=wi=snflh 
from=pl=3pro 

ku=x flh-tali 
det=do( caus )-top 

"Which one of them did it?" 

muta7 s=John 
and nom=John 

kents7awna 
around. here 

Wi=snfmulh 
pl=lpl. pro 

ku=huz' 
det=going.to 

mays-en-tali 
fix-dir-top 

"We're the ones who are going to fix it." 



24. An'was 
two 

s-q'em'p-s wi=7an'was 
nom-ten-3poss pl=two 

"I counted twenty two houses." 

tsitcw 
house 

i=xek-en-an=a 
pl.det=reckon-dir=exis 

Van Eijk (1997) treats wi= as a determiner (the plural equivalent of the proper name determiner kw=): this 
accounts for its proclitic status and its complementary distribution with other determiners, though not for its 
appearance in numbers (including those inside complex nominal predicates, as in (24», or its appearance 
on independent pronouns (which are never introduced by kw=). Note also that - unlike other plural 
determiners - wi = co-occurs freely (and at least for some speakers, obligatorily) together with the 
(coreferential) third person plural human enclitic =wit, as in (20); =wit is otherwise in complementary 
distribution with coreferential plural DPs. I will not explore the rather puzzling behavior of wi= further 
here! since it is beyond the limited scope of this paper. See Roberts (1999) for additional data and analysis. 

2.2 Nilh(=t'u7) 

Unlike English "and", the conjunction muta7 never indicates a temporal sequence. Thus a sentence like 
(25) in English may not be felicitously translated into St'at'imcets using muta7: (26) could only have the 
(pragmatically bizarre) reading whereby the coyote was simultaneously drinking and going up hilL 

25. "The coyote drank and (then) went up the hill." 

26. Uqwa7 muta7 
drink and 

xat'-em 
go. uphill-mid 

ta=nk'yap=a 
det=coyote=exis 

"The coyote drank and went up the hill (at the same time)." 

In order to effect either a temporal or a logical sequence of clauses, St'at'imcets introduces the 
(subsequent/consequent) clause with the focusing predicate, nith, together with nominalizing morphology, 
as shown in (27), which is the corrected version of (26): 

27. Uqwa7 
drink 

nith 
foe 

(muta7) 
(again) 

s=xat'-em=s 
nom= go.uphill-mid=3poss 

''The coyote drank and (then) went up the hill (again)." 

ta=nk'yap=a 
det=coyote=exis 

Nilh may be reinforced by adverbial muta7. as in (27). the adverb aylh "next, then", as in (28) and (29), and 
(most frequently) by the second position enclitic =t'u7 "yet. still, so", as in (29) and (30). 

28. 

29. 

Nilh=t'u7 
foe=so 

aylh 
then 

tsfcw-s-tum' 
get. there-caus-pass 

e=ki= 7 em. 7fmats-s=a 
by=pl.det=grandchildren(redup )-3poss=exis 

takem 
all 

i=stem.te.tem' -8=a 
p l.det=things( redup)-3poss=exis 

"Then she was brought all her belongings by her grandchildren." 

Psil' aylh, nilh=t'u7 
morning then foe=so 

s=cwak=s, 
nom=wake=3poss 

nilh=t'u7 
foe=so 

s=mitsao7 q =s, 
nom=sit.up=3poss 

nilh=t'u7 
foe = so 

aylh 
then 

nilh=t'u7 
foe=so 

matq=s 
walk=3poss 

s= talh-Iec=s, 
nom= get. up-aut=3poss 

n-ts'item' aku7 
loc-direction to. there 

ku=qu7=a 
det=water=exis 

(Kayam) 
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30. 

"It was morning, so she woke up, sat up, got up, and then walked over towards the water.,,6 
(Kayam) 

Nilh=t'u7 
foc=so 

S=ts1cw-s-as aku7 s7fstken=a, 
nom=getthere-caus-3erg to.there pit.house=exis 

i=stsmal't-s=a 
pl.det=children-3poss=exis 

muta7 
and 

i=nk'saytken-s=a=t'u7 
pl.det=relati ve-3poss=exis=so 

"Then he brought it back to the pithouse, to his children and his relatives.,,7 (ML) 

This construction is used with astonishing frequency in narratives, very often introducing all sentences in 
an episode except the first. Other Salish languages have quite similar "clause-chaining" constructions, 
though they employ different lexical items: for example, Squamish uses the combination s=s=mn (Kuipers 
1967:162), and Thompson the combination (t'u7) e=(see Kroeber 1996). It is important to point out that 
nilh(=t'u7) always introduces a full clause (thus, it cannot be used to coordinate non-sentential 
constituents, unlike muta7); this will be of significance later, when we try to tease apart sentential 
coordination with null arguments from constituent coordination. 

2.3 "But" 

I now turn to St'at'imcets equivalents of English "but". There are three basic expressions to consider: 
k'amath, (zamas) t'u7, and =hem'(=t'u7). 

K' amalh appears to be made up of two elements, the modal k' a "maybe" and the adhortative 
enclitic =math, which both occur independently in contemporary St'at'imcets. It is doubtful, however, 
whether the two are synchronically separable in k' amalh, which is best analyzed as a non-compositional 
fixed expression 

K'amath is used in St'at'imcets exclusively as a sentential conjunction; its meaning is closest to 
English "however" or perhaps French "quand-meme". Examples are given below: 

31. 

32. 

33. 

No-7-qw-am 
warm(inch)-mid 

IhkUnsa, 
now 

k' amalh inatcwas 
however yesterday 

"It's warming up today, but it was really cold yesterday." 

Q'uq'wts 
fat 

i=nukw=a 
pl.det=some=exis 

ucwalmicw, k' amalh 
person however 

"Some people are fat, but a lot are thin." 

Kwikws 
small 

ti=n-ts'la7=a 
det=1sg.poss-basket=exis 

k' amalh xzum 
however big 

ti=ts'la7=a wa7 
det=basket=exis prog 

pimlni7 
around.then 

qwez-en-as 
use-dir-3erg 

kela7=t'u7 
first=part 

xelh 
cold 

(van Eijk 1997: 181) 

cw7it i=wa7 
many pl.det=prog 

sq'waxw 
thin 

wa7 
prog 

qwez-en-an, 
use-dir-lsg.erg 

"The basket I used in those days was small, but the one she used was big." (BF) 

The most common equivalent of "but" in St'at'imcets is the conjunction t'u7. While obviously 
diachronically related to the homophonous second position enclitic =t'u7, it has a different syntax and a 

6 When aylh or another adverb intervenes between nilh(=t'u7) and a following predicate, the nominalizer frequently 
drops, as can be seen in (29) and (30). However, the presence of possessive morphology on an (intransitive) predicate 
still shows that the predicate has been nominalized by nilh in such cases. 
7 Only intransitive predicates obligatorily take possessive subject clitics when nominalized; first or second person 
transitive predicates either take possessive subject clitic or subject suffix inflection, and third person transitive 
predicates always retain subject suffix inflection, as here and in the passive in (29). For details see Davis (1998, 1999a). 
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different meaning. Like k'amalh, it only conjoins sentences, and always occurs in first position; its meaning 
is quite similar to English "but" or "although".8 

34. 

35. 

36. 

Nilh s=wa7-min-tumulh-as, t'u7cw7aoz kw=n=s=wa Iexhix-s 
Then nom=be=red-1pl.obj-3erg but neg det= 1sg.poss=nom=prog remember-caus 

lh=k'wfn=as maqa7. 
irr=how.many=3conj snow 

T'u7 
but 

t'ak=t'u7 
get=still 

gelgel 
strong 

kw=s=qwenuxw=s. 
det=nom=sick=3poss 

"Then she lived with us, although I don't remember for how many years. But her illness kept 
getting worse." (BF) 

Stexw=t'u7 
really=part 

wa7 
prog 

qwamqwmet 
fun 

lh=a=s 
when=prog=3conj 

tslaoy-am=lhkalh, 
July-mid= 1 pl.subj 

t'u7 
but 

cw7it 
much 

kw=s=alkst t'it. 
det=nom=work also 

"It was really fun when we celebrated the 1st of July, but there was a lot of work, too." (BF) 

Kan=as=k'a 
maybe=3conj=appar 

kw=s=cin' =s 
det=nom=long. time=3poss 

q 'welaw' -em 
pick. berry-mid 

ki=haops=a, 
coll.det=hops=exis 

t'u7 
but 

tsicw 
came 

ti=n-qeqtsek=a Iaku7 St. Marys=a 

kw=s=wa7=lhkalh 
det=nom=prog= 1 pl.subj 

kw=s=p' an't skul 
det=nom=return school 

laku7 Mission-a 
det= 1 sg. poss-older. brother over. there St. Mary's=exis over. there Mission=exis 

"I guess we picked hops for some time, but then it came time for my elder brother to go back to 
school over at St. Mary's, Mission." (BF) 

Particularly in the Lower (Mt. Currie) dialect of St'at'imcets, t'u7 is often preceded by the 
adverbial element zamas, as in (37). Diachronically, zamas is probably derived from the adverb zam' 
(which is hard to translate, but basically asks for acquiescence on the hearer's part to an assertion or 
command) plus the third person conjunctive enclitic =as . However, in contemporary St'at'imcets, zamas 
is frequently shortened to mes, and in that case, it acts as a bona fide auxiliary, attracting subject clitics, as 
in (38). This indicates that =as has fused with the adverb in contemporary St'at'imcets, becoming 
synchronically unanalyzable. 

37. 

38. 

Celhcelh 
enthusiastic 

ti=skicza7 -s=a, 
det=mother-3poss=exis 

"Her mother is active, but she is lazy." 

Cw7ucw i=lep' -alh-k'un7=a, 
stink pl.det=buried-con-fish.egg=exis 

zamas=t'u7 
but 

ki7kel' -uth 
unwilling-always 

mes=kan=t'u7 
but= lsg.subj=still 

wa7 
prog 

t'ec-s 
tasty-caus 

"Cured salmon eggs stink, but I still find them tasty." (van Eijk 1997: 180) 

The third St'at'imcets element often translated into English as "but" is the second position clitic 
hem', glossed by van Eijk (1997) as "antithesis". Hem ' (often reinforced by a following t' u7) introduces 
information contrary to earlier expectations, frequently including overtones of speaker disapproval, as in 
the common expression of exasperation in (39). (40) and (41) show how hem' can be combined with other 

8 Van Eijk (1997) characterizes the meaning difference between k'timalh and t'u7 as equivalent to that between the 
Russian conjunctions a and no: the former introduces information contrary to that introduced earlier, the latter 
information which is unexpected on the basis of earlier information. 
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antithetical expressions, yielding subtly different shades of meaning depending on the particular 
combination of adverbs and enclitics. 

39. Wa7=hem'=t'u7 nukun' snuwa! 
prog=anti=part again you 

40. 

"Well, there you go again!" 

Nilh=malh 
foc=adhort 

ku=srap, 
det=tree 

ti7 ku=sqaycw 
that det=man 

law=tu7, 
hang=past 

k' a=lh=nka7=as=t'u7, 
maybe=from=where=3conj=part 

k' a=lh=lat7=as=malh 
maybe=if=there=3conj=adhort 

t'u7 
but 

lati7=k' a=hem' =t'u7. 
there=appar=anti=part 

Wa7=hem'=t'u7 wa7 tsut kw=a=s=tu7 wa7 
prog=anti=part prog say det=prog=3poss=past prog 

ku=wa7 
det=prog 

law 
hang 

"So then that man got hung, maybe from that tree over there, maybe somewhere else, but 

tati7. 
there 

apparently over there. At any rate, they say that someone was hanged over there." (SM) 

41. K'amalh ti=sme.m'lhats=a, nflh=hem'=t'u7 
however det=woman( dim.redup )=exis foc=anti=part 

"But as for the girl, she remained a dog." 

sqaxa7=s=t'u7 aylh 
dog=3poss=part then 

(ML) 

2.4 "Or" 

In contrast to the multiple St'flt'imcets equivalents of English "but", there is no direct equivalent of English 
"or". Instead, the language employs a periphrastic construction. using the adverb/conjunction k' a "maybe", 
followed by a clause introduced by the irrealis complementizer lh= (see Davis and Matthewson 1996). 
Examples are given in (42-44):9 

42. 

43. 

44. 

Ni=ke17=a 
det=first=exis 

wa7 lexlax-s-an nilh=k'a 
foc=appar 

i=zuqw=as 
when=die=3conj prog remember-caus-lsg.erg 

k' a lh= nflh =as 
maybe iJ=foc=3conj 

ni7 
that 

na=n-k6kw7=a k'a 
det= 1sg. poss-grandmother=exis maybe 

lh=nflh=as ni7 na=n-sta7=a, cw7aoz kw=n=s=wa zwat-en. 
if=foc=3conj that det=lsg.poss-aunt=exis neg det=lsg.poss=nom=prog know-dir 

"The first thing I remember is when either my grandmother or my aunt died. I don't know which." 
(BF) 

Cw7aoz kw=en=zwat-en k'a lh=nk'w.watqwa7-mec=as 
neg det=lsg.poss=know-dir maybe if=D' arcy-person=3conj 

k'a lh=1il'wat7ul-mec=as 
maybe if=Mt.Currie-person=3conj 

"I don't know if she was from D'arcy or from Mount Currie." 

K'a 
maybe 

lh= z6qw =as=tu7 
if= die=3conj=past 

ni7 
that 

na=nukw=a 
det=other=exis 

qelhmfn smulhats 
old woman 

(BF) 

9 Adverb/conjunction k'a always appears clause-initially, like the conjunctiont'u7. However, also just like t'u7, k'a has 
a homophonous second-position enclitic counterpart, =k'a, with a similar but not identical meaning ("apparently, it 
seems"). It is likely that both enclitic =t'u7 and =k'a are derived from their full-word counterparts, though they are 
both syntactically and semantically distinct in the contemporary language. 
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k'a lh=mim'c=as=tu7 
maybe if=move=3conj=past 

nka7 
where 

''Either that other old woman died or she moved somewhere." 

2.5 Summary 

(BF) 

In Section 1, I have given an overview of the St' at'imcets equivalents of the English conjunctions "and", 
"but". and "or". It should by now be clear that of the various elements discussed above, only muta7 
conjoins constituents smaller than a complete clause. It follows that only muta7 has any potential as a test 
for syntactic constituency. The next three sections will explore this potential. Section 3 is a general look at 
which constituents can and cannot be conjoined with muta7. Section 4 tackles the issue of VP constituency, 
using coordination as a diagnostic tool. Section 5 examines the constituency of subject clitics, again using 
muta7 as a probe. Section 6 concludes. 

3 Constituent Coordination with muta7 

3.1 Coordination of Arguments 

Coordination of argument DPs is by far the commonest and least marked type of constituent coordination 
with muta7; in fact, it is the only type discussed by van Eijk (1997: 182). Examples of coordinated 
intransitive subject DPs were given in (12) and (18) above. and examples of coordinated 'with objects' (the 
objects of semantically transitive but morphologically intransitive predicates) were exemplified in (13) and 
(19). Coordinated transitive subject and object DPs are given in (45-6) and (47-48) below. (Note that the 
examples below are from Upper St'at'imcets speakers, whose unmarked word order in transitive sentences 
with two overt arguments is VOS: see Davis 1999a). 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

Ats' x -en-tsal-has 
see-dir-l sg.obj-3pLerg 

"Bill and Mary saw me." 

wi 
pi 

[s=Bill] 
[nom=Bill] 

pzan-itas 
meet( dir)-3pl.erg 

ta=kt1kwpi7=a 
det=chief=exis 

wi 
pi 

"John and Mary met the chief." 

Ats' x -en-wit=kan 
see-dir-3pl.obj= 1 sg.subj 

"I saw John and Bill." 

wi 
pl 

[s=John] 
[nom=John] 

muta7 
and 

[s=Mary] 
[nom=Mary] 

[s=John] muta7 
[nom=John] and 

muta7 
and 

[s=Bill] 
[nom=Bill] 

[s=Mary] 
[nom=Mary] 

TS'aqw-an'-as 
eat-dir-3erg 

[ta=ts'i7-s=a] 
[det=meat -3poss=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[ta=szaq' -s=a] s=J ohn 
[det=bread-3poss=exis] nom=John 

"John ate his meat and his bread." 

Coordination of complement clauses is also possible as long as there is no temporal or logical 
relation between the two conjuncts, as observed in Section 1 and exemplified in (16) above. Since clauses 
in complement position are introduced by the determiners (or determiner-like complementizers) kw =and 
t(i)= ... =a (Davis and Matthewson 1996), an interesting question arises as to the possibility of coordinating 
complement clauses with unambiguously nominal complement DPs introduced by the same (or 
homophonous) elements. This bears on the issue of whether subordinate clauses introduced by determiner
like elements are actually DPs (as claimed by Davis and Matthewson 1996) or comprise (at least 
synchronically) a separate category of CP, as maintained by Kroeber (1999: 127). The following examples, 
judged to be terrible by native speakers, provide prima facie support for Kroeber's position, though it is just 
conceivable that the reason for their unacceptability, like that of their English equivalents, is semantic or 
pragmatic (in fact, anti-zeugmatic!) rather than purely syntactic. 
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49. * Zwat-en=lhkacw =ha [kw=s=John] muta7 [kw=s=t'iq=s kw=s=Mary] 
know-dir=2sg.subj=interr [det=nom=John and [det=nom=arrive=3poss det=nom=Mary] 

* "Do you know John and that Mary has arrived?" 

50. * Ama 
good 

[ti=s=t'iq=sw=a] 
[det=nom=arrive=2sg.poss=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[ti=a7emh=a 
[ det=pretty=exis 

st'pfwen-su] 
skirt-2sg. poss] 

* "It's good that you've arrived and your pretty skirt." 

Other types of DPs besides subjects and objects may also be coordinated. These include overt 
possessors, as in (51-52), and the objects of prepositions, as in (53-55) (see also (14) above); note that (54) 
is a focused version of (53). 

51. Wa7 l=ta=qwemlxw-alhcw=a ta=skfcza7-s=a [s=Lemya7] wi [s=Pauline]10 
prog in=det=sick-place=exis det=mother-3poss [nom=Umya7] and [nom=Pauline] 

52. 

"Lemya and Pauline's mother is in the hospital." 

Ka=t1g'w=a nelh=ts'qaxa7-s=a [ta=kukwpi7=a] 
ooc=free=ooc pl.det=horse-3poss=exis [det=chief=exis] 

"The chief and his son's horses got loose." 

muta7 [ta=skUza7-s=a] 
and [det=child-3poss=exis] 

53. Wa7 ts'ets'qwaz'-am i=ucwalmlcw=a 1= [ki=tsal'alh=a] muta7 [i=tswaw'cw=a] 

54. 

55. 

prog fish( dim.redup)-mid pl.det=people=exis in=[pl.det=lake=exis] and [pl.det=creek=exis] 

"The people fish for trout in lakes and creeks." 

L=[ki=tsal'alh=a] 
in=[pLdet=lake=exis] 

lh=u=s 
where=prog=3conj 

muta7 
and 

[i=tswaw'cw=a] 
[pl.det=creek=exis] 

ts' ets' qwaz' -am i=ucwalmlcw=a 
fish( dim.redup )-mid pl.det=people=exis 

"In the lakes and creeks is where the people fish for trout." 

P' en' a. p' an 'ta=lhkan 
return(redup)= lsg.subj 

Ihel=[ta=Sat'=a] 
from=[ det=Lillooet=exis] 

"I go back and forth from Lillooet and Vancouver." 

muta7 
and 

[ta=Pankuph=a] 
[det= Vancouver=exis] 

There are as far as I can tell no constraints on the internal structure of coordinated DPs, as long as 
all the coordinates individually meet the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic requirements of the entire DP. 
This means that proper names, DPs containing common noun phrases, and DPs containing relative clauses 
(including null-headed relative clauses) may all be freely coordinated, given the right context. 

Context: we're looking for various people in a crowd. 

10 For some Upper St' at' imcets speakers, mllfa7 may be replaced with wi in conjunctions of proper names. When it 
replaces mura7, wi is obligatorily absent from the beginning of the coordinated structure: cf. (45-47). Note also that in 
the Upper dialect, coordinated proper name possessors often co-occur with the singular (or more correctly, unmarked) 
third person possessive suffix -s, rather than the plural possessive suffix -i. With coordinated common noun DPs, this 
pattern is common to both dialects, but with proper names (at least according to van Eijk 1997), the Lower dialect 
strongly prefers the plural possessive suffix. 
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56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

Pun=lhkan [ti=zac-alqwem'=a] muta7 
find(dir)=lsg.subj [det=long-Iooking=exis] and 

[ti=wa7 
[det=prog 

cwf!' -en-as 
seek -dir -3 erg 

s=Lisa] 
nom=Lisa] 

"I found the tall one and the one Lisa was looking for." 

Pun=lhkan 
find(dir)=lsg.subj 

[ti=zac-alqwem'=a] 
[det= long-looking=exis] 

"I found the tall one and Gertie." 

muta7 
and 

[s=Gertie] 
[nom=Gertie] 

Pun=lhkan 
find( dir)= lsg.subj 

[ti=zac-alqwem'=a] 
[det=long-looking=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[ti=ktikwpi7 =a] 
[det=chief=exis] 

"I found the tall one and the chi~f." 

Pun=lhkan [s=Gertie] muta7 
find(dir}=1sg.subj [nom=Gertie] and 

[ti=wa7 
[det=prog 

"I found Gertie and the one Lisa was looking for." 

Pun=lhkan 
find( dir)= 1 s g.subj 

[s=Gertie] 
[nom=Gertie] 

"I found Gertie and the chief." 

muta7 
and 

cwf!' -en-as 
seek -dir -3 erg 

[ti=ktikwpi7=a] 
[ det=chief=exis] 

Punlhkan [ti=kUkwpi7=a] 
find( dir)= 1 sg,subj [det=chief=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[ti=wa7 cwf!'enas 
[det=prog seek-dir-3erg 

"I found the chief and the one Lisa was looking for." 

s=Lisa] 
nom=Lisa] 

s=Lisa] 
nom=Lisa] 

Argument coordination brings some interesting evidence to bear on the internal constituency of 
DPs. To start with, as shown by Matthewson (1998), it provides crucial evidence for the constituency of 
pre-determiner quantifiers. According to Matthewson, quantifiers preceding D are adjoined to the entire DP 
(see also Matthewson and Davis 1995); as predicted by this analysis. they may either occur outside or 
inside a coordinated DP: 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

Ats'x-en=lhkan 
see-dir= 1sg.subj 

takem [i=sqay.qeycw=a] mllfa7 [i=smelh.mtilhats=a] 
all [pl.det=men(redup )=exis] and [pl.det=women(redup )=exis] 

"I sawall the men and the women." 

Ats'x-en=lhkan [takem i=sqay.qeycw=a] muta7 
see-dir=1 sg.subj [all pl.det=men=exis] and 

"I sawall the men and all the women." 

Cw7it [i=sqayqeycw=a] muta7 
many [pl.det=men=exis] and 

"Many of the men and the women lefe' 

[Cw7it i=sqayqeycw=a] muta7 [cw7it 
[many pl.det=men=exis] and [many 

"Many of the men and many of the women left," 

[takem 
[all 

i=smelh.mtilhats=a] 
pl.det=women(redup )=exis] 

[i=smelhmulhats=a] qwatsats 
[pl.det=women=exis] leave 

i=smelhmtilhats=a] qwatsats 
pl.det=women=exis] leave 

(For justification of the DP-initial structure assumed in (64-5), see Matthewson 1998). 
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Interestingly, there is a third - and more marginally, a fourth - pattern ofDP coordination. The 
third pattern involves coordinating two DPs under the scope of the same determiner, as shown in (66-9). 

66. Wa7 ts'ets'qwaz'-am i=ucwalmlcw=a l=ki=[tsal'alh=a] mula7 [tswaw'cw=a] 
prog fish(dim.redup)-mid pl.det=people=exis in=pl.det=[Iake=exis] and [creek=exis] 

"The people fish for trout in lakes and creeks." 

67. L=ki=[tsal'alh=a] mula7 [tswaw'cw=a] lh=u=s ts'ets'qwaz' -am 

68. 

69. 

in=pl.det=[lake=exis] and [creek=exis] where=prog=3conj fish(dim.redup)-mid 

i=ucwalm1cw=a 
pl.det=people=exis 

"In the lakes and creeks is where the people fish for trout." 

P' en' a.p' an'ta=lhkan 
return (redup )=lsg.subj 

Ihel=ta=[Sat'=a] 
from=det=[Lillooet=exis] 

"I go back"and forth from Lillooet and Vancouver." 

P' en' ap' an 'ta-mfn=lhkan ta=[Sat' =a] 
return(redup )-red= 1sg.subj det=[Lillooet=exis] 

"I go back and forth from Lillooet and Vancouver." 

mula7 
and 

mula7 
and 

[Pankuph=a] 
[Vancouver=exis] 

[PankUph=a] 
[Vancouver=exis] 

The examples in (66), (67) and (68) contrast minimally with those in (54), (55), and (56), respectively. 
While (66-8) all involve coordinating the objects of prepositions. the possibility of constituent coordination 
beneath D is by no means confined to PP environments. This is demonstrated by (69), whose meaning is 
identical to (68), but which contains a coordinated locative complement DP directly selected by the 
redirective transitivizer min- . 

(66-69) appear to show that the structure of DP in S1' at' imcets is more articulated than assumed in 
e.g. Matthewson and Davis (1995), who hypothesize a single layer ofDP structure with both the proclitic 
(deictic) portion ti= of D and the enclitic (existential) portion =a occupying the same D position in the 
syntax, and prosodic rules accounting for their different surface positions. The structure proposed by 
Matthewson and Davis is shown in (70): 

70. DP 

sp~' 
~ 
~ 

ll= ... =a 

(Note that the [SPEC, D] position is occupied by demonstratives, which may co occur with determiners). 

The coordination data presented here. in contrast, indicate a structural difference between the two portions 
ofD, with the proclitic part (D) c-commanding the enclitic part (X), as shown in (71): 
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71. DP 

Sp~, 
~ 
S~, 
~ 

ti= 

=a 

I leave both the identity of XP in (71) and the nature of its specifier for future investigation. However, it is 
worth pointing out that the both the structures in (70) and (71) predict a fourth coordination pattern, 
involving NP rather than DP or XP. The examples in (72-3) seem to show exactly this pattern: 

72. 

73. 

Ats'x-en=lhkan i=cw7ft=a 
see-dir= 1 sg.subj p1.det=many=exis 

"I saw many cats and dogs." 

Cw7it i=[smelhmulhats]=a 
many pl.det=[ women ]=exis 

"Many women and men entered." 

muta7 
and 

[maw] muta7 [sqaxa7] 
[cat] and [dog] 

[sqayqeycw] 
[men] 

ulhcw 
enter 

Observe that in (73) the existential enclitic portion of the determiner occupies a surface position inside the 
coordinated NP, following the first conjunct. This indicates that even if we adopt the structure in (71) we 
must still invoke a prosodic rule encliticizing =a in second position as originally proposed by Matthewson 
and Davis. 

3.2 Coordination of Obliques 

Oblique DPs in St'at'imcets are introduced by the proclitic prepositions l= "in, on, at", Ihel= "from", kn= 
"around", and e= "to", as already illustrated in several examples above. Both l= and e= may also be used 
to mark the agent of a passive verb (the former predominantly by Upper St'at'imc speakers). Oblique DPs 
(including passive agents) may be freely coordinated, subject to normal constraints on pragmatic 
plausibility. Examples are given below; (74) and (75) contrast minimally with (54-5) and (66-7). See also 
(17) in Section 2.1. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

Wa7 
prog 

ts'ets'qwaz' -am 
fish( dim.redup )-mid 

I=ki=tswaw' cw=a] 
in=pl.det=creek=exis] 

i=ucwalmfcw=a 
pl.det=people=exis 

"The people fish for trout in lakes and creeks." 

[l=ki=tsal' alh=a 
[in=pl.det=lake=exis 

[L=ki=tsal' alh=a] 
in=[pl.det=lake=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[l=ki=tswaw' cw=a] 
[in=pl.det=creek=exis] 

lh=u=s 
where=prog=3conj 

ts'ets'qwaz' -am 
fish( dim.redup )-mid 

i=ucwalmfcw=a 
pl.det=people=exis 

"In the lakes and creeks is where the people fish for trout." 

Wa7 kwan.en-s-tum 
prog catch(redup)-caus-pass 

i=ts'f7=a 
pl.det=deer=exis 

[ e=ki=ucwalmfcwa] 
[obl=pl.det=peopIe=exis] 

muta7 
and 
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muta7 
and 

[e=ki=sam7=a] 
[obl=pl.det=white. person=exis] 

"Deer are caught by Indian people and by white people." 

Temporal adjunct clauses (introduced by lh= or - in the past tense only - i=) may also be free 
coordinated with muta7, as in (77). See Davis and Matthewson (1996) for details of these subordinate 
constructions. 

77. [lh=wa7=as Wa7 
prog 

q'welaw' -em 
pick. berry-mid 

i=ucwalmlcw=a 
pl.det=people=exis [ when=prog=3conj 

pipantsek] muta7 
summer] and 

[lh=wa7=as 
[ when=prog=3conj 

"The people pick berries in summer and fall." 

3.3 Coordination of Argument Modifiers 

Ihwal'tsten] 
fall] 

There are two principle types of argument modification in St' at' imcets, both involving relative clauses. 
Following Demirdache and Matthewson (1995) and subsequent work, I will refer to them as RELls (for 
post-head modifiers) and REL2s (for pre-head modifiers). REL2s contain a single determiner; RELls 
contain two, with the post-head modifier being introduced by a copy of the determiner on the head. 
Examples of each type are given in (78) and (79): 

78. 

79. 

ta=zwat-en-an=a sqaycw 
det=know-dir-l sg. erg=exis man 

"the man I know" 

ta=sqaycw=a 
det=man=exis 

"the man I know" 

ta=zwat-en-an=a 
det=know-dir-l sg.erg=exis 

(REL2) 

(REL1) 

In general, the REL2 structure is preferred with shorter modifiers (including but not confined to those 
which translate into English as prenominal adjectives) while RELls are preferred with longer modifiers, 
and are the only possible structure for modifiers containing overt DP complements. Under certain not well
understood circumstances, REL2s may extrapose; extraposed REL2s are particularly common with the 
progressive auxiliary wa7, as shown in (80-81):1l 

80. 

81. 

ta=wa7 
det=prog 

"the man I know" 

ta=sqaycw=a 
det=man=exis 

"the man I know" 

zwat-en-an 
know-dir-l sg. erg 

sqaycw 
man 

wa7 
prog 

zwat-en-an 
know-dir-l sg. erg 

(REL2) 

(extraposed REL2) 

See Matthewson and Davis (1995) for further details. I will confine myself here to remarks on the 
coordination of REL2s: this is an area which requires further exploration. 

II Note that wa7 phonologically absorb a following existential enclitic, as seen in (80): except in hyper-correct speech 
(e.g., in a classroom setting) wa7=a is pronounced simply [wa7l· 
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Both ordinary and extraposed REL2s may be coordinated with muta7, with a slight but detectable 
difference in meaning, as shown in (82) and (83), respectively: 

82. 

83. 

S-paqw-s=kan [i=t'fq=a] 
stat-watch-caus= 1 sg.subj [p1.det=come=exis] 

"I watched the women come and go." 

muta7 
and 

[i=qwatsats=a] 
[pl.det=leave=exis] 

S-paqw-s=kan 
stat-watch-caus= 1 sg.subj 

i=smelhmulhats=a [wa7 t'iq] muta7 [wa7 
pI.det=women=exis [prog come] and [prog 

"I watched the women that were coming and going." 

smelhmulhats 
women 

qwatsats] 
leave] 

In general, REL2 coordination shows a similar but not identical pattern to DP coordination. Observe the 
following contrasts: 

84. 

85. 

Qw'elaw' -en=lhkan 
pick.berry-dir= 1 sg.subj 

[i=kwfkws-a] 
[pl.det=small=exis] 

"I picked the small and the big apples." 

Qw' elaw' -en=lhkan 
pick.berry-dir=lsg.subj 

[i=kwfkws-a] 
[pI.det=small=exis] 

"I picked the small and big apples." 

86. * Qw'elaw' -en=lhkan 
pick.berry-dir= 1 sg.subj 

[i=kwfkws=a] 
[pI. det=small=exis] 

"I picked the small and big apples." 

87. Lhep.lhep.lhep [i=kwlfi7=a] muta7 
blink(redup) [pl.det=green=exis] and 

"The green and the red lights are blinking." 

88. Lhep.lhep.lhep [i=kwlfi7=a] muta7 
blink(redup) [pl.det=green=exis] and 

"The green and red lights are blinking." 

89. * Lheplheplhep [i=kwlfi7=a] muta7 
blink(redup) [pI.det=green=exis] and 

"The green and red lights are blinking." 

muta7 
and 

[i=xzum=a] aopls 
[pl.det=big=exis] apple 

muta7 
and 

[xzum=a] aopls 
[big=exis] apple 

muta7 
and 

[xzum] 
[big] 

[i=tseqwtsfqw=a] sts'ak'w 
[pl.det=red=exis] light 

[tseqwtsfqw=a] sts'ak'w 
[red=exis] light 

[tseqwtsfqw] sts'ak'w 
[red] light 

aopls 
apple 

As can be seen from the ungrammaticality of the examples in (86) and (89), one of the DP coordination 
patterns observed in 3.1 above fails to hold in modification structures. This gives us a valuable clue as to 
the constituency of the modifying phrase: it cannot consist of a predicate alone, but must minimally be the 
category headed by the existential enclitic part of the discontinuous determiner. 

The interpretation of coordinated modifiers gives us a further clue to their underlying constituency. 
As observed in Section 2, it is relatively easy in fast speech to elide the deictic proclitic part of the 
discontinuous determiner, but not the existential enclitic part. This means that examples such as (85) and 
(88) have two possible sources: they could be reduced versions of the examples in (84) and (87), which are 
coordinations of full (relative clause) DPs. or they could be coordinations of the XP category headed by the 
enclitic part of the determiner only. In the former case, each of the modifying predicates will have their 
argument variables bound by a separate proclitic determiner, encoding the number and spatio-temporal 
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location of each argument; in the latter case, however, a single determiner will bind both arguments, which 
will then be interpreted as instances of a single variable. 

Example (85) argues clearly for the first option: apples cannot be simultaneously big and small, so 
the speaker must be talking about separate sets of entities. (88) seems to show the same thing, though here 
the evidence is not as clear-cut, since it is not inconceivable that a blinking light could be both red and 
green. Given the availability of a "determiner-reduction" operation, the question then arises whether there 
are any unambiguous cases of XP coordination. 

89. 

The easiest way to check is to employ a singular referent, as in (89): 

Hahiw'=ha 
eagle=interr 

lati? 
there 

ta=[q'wexq'wlx=a] 
det=[black=exis] 

"Is that black and white bird an eagleT' 

muta7 
and 

[peq=a] 
[ white=exis] 

spzuza? 
bird 

This example clearly shows that XP coordination is also possible in REL2 structures. Perhaps surprisingly. 
however, it turns out that both DP and bare predicate coordination are also possible with singular referents: 

90. 

91. 

Halaw'=ha 
eagle=interr 

lati? 
there 

[ta=q' wexq 'wlx=a] 
[det=black=exis] 

"Is that black and white bird an eagle?" 

. Halaw'=ha 
eagle=interr 

lati? 
there 

ta=[ q 'wexq 'wlx ]=a 
det=[black]=exis 

"Is that black and white bird an eagleT' 

muta7 
and 

[ta=peq=a] 
[det=white=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[peq] 
white 

spzuza7 
bird 

spzuza? 
bird 

Consultant's comment: "Aren't they all the same?" 

Thus when both modifiers refer to a single referent, all three coordination patterns are possible, as in 
argument DP coordination; but when the modifiers refer to different referents, coordination is possible only 
at the DP (and possibly XP) levels. DP coordination with a singular referent (as in (90» is particularly 
puzzling here, since it means that both determiners must be referring to the same entity, which is not 
possible with English prenominal modifiers: 12 

92. * Is the black and the white bird an eagle? 

Turning to REL 1 structures, we see that with a single referent, coordination of the modifying element is 
possible at the DP (93), XP (94), and bare predicate (95) levels, just as with REL2 structures. I have no 
examples ofRELls with plural referents: more work is needed here. 

93. Ats'x-en=lhkacw=ha ta=mlxalh=a [ta=wa7 waz' -an-em ta=sqaxa?-lhkalh=a] 

94. 

. see-dir=2sg.subj=interr det=bear=exis [det=prog bark-dir-pass det=dog-Ipl.poss=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[ta=n-q'ep'ts-an' -talf=ha ta=n-7axwU' -ten=a]? 
[det=Ioc-overturn-dir-top=exis det=loc-garbage-thing=exis] 

"Did you see the bear that our dog was barking at and that overturned the garbage can?" 

Ats' x -en=lhkacw=ha ta=mlxalh=a 
see-dir=2s g. subj =interr det=:bear=exis 

muta7 
and 

[n-q'ep'ts-an' -talf=ha 
[loc-overturn-dir -top=exis 

[ta=wa? waz' -an-em ta=sqaxa7-lhkalh=a] 
[det=prog bark-dir-pass det=dog-lp1.poss=exis] 

ta=n-?axwil' -ten=a]? 
det=loc-garbage-thing=exis] 

12 Though note that there are independent reasons to suspect that determiners in St'at'imcets may not be equivalent to 
English determiners; I have recently argued (Davis 1999b) that they may in fact be "D-agreement" morphemes, with 
"true" determiners actually being represented by demonstrative pronouns. 
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95. 

"Did you see the bear that our dog was barking at and that overturned the garbage can?" 

Ats'x-en=lhkacw=ha ta=mIxalh=a 
see-dir=2sg.subj=interr det=bear=exis 

[ta=wa7 waz' -an-em ta=sqaxa7 -lhkalh=a] 
[det=prog bark-dir-pass det=dog-lpl.poss=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[n-q' ep'ts-an' -tali 
[loc-overturn-dir -top 

ta=n-7axwil' -ten=a]? 
det=loc-garbage-thing=exis] 

"Did you see the bear that our dog was barking at and that overturned the garbage can?" 

3.4 Coordination of Predicates 

Finally, we turn to predicate coordination. It is possible to coordinate predicates of all types. Examples of 
noun, adjective and verb coordination follow: 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

[Kapuh 
[coat 

muta7 
and 

qmut] 
hat] 

i=s-lhecw-s-an=a 
pl.det=stat-puton-caus-lsg.erg=exis 

i=xelh=as 
when(past)=cold=3conj 

"A coat and a hat was what I wore when it was cold." 

[Ucwalmicw 
[Indian. person 

muta7 
and 

sama7] 
white.person] 

"The police are both Indian and White people.n 

[Lexlex 
[intelligent 

muta7 
and 

"Lisa is clever and pretty." 

a7ma] 
pretty 

i=wa7 
pl.det=prog 

kw=s=Lisa 
det=nom=Lisa 

zus-cal 
tie-act 

[Q'wexq'wix 
[black 

muta7 
and 

peq] 
white] 

na=sqaxa7-s=a s=Tom 

"Tom's dog was black and white." 

Wa7 [pIx-em' muta7 
prog [hunt-mid and 

"The people hunt and fish." 

Wa7 [t'iq muta7 
prog [arrive and 

"The people came and went." 

abs.det=magpie=exis nom=Tom 

ts'uqwaz' -am] 
fish-mid] 

qwatsats] 
leave] 

i=ucwalmIcw=a 
pl.det=people=exis 

i=ucwalmIcw=a 
pLdet=people=exis 

Since coordination is meant to be subject to a 'like-category' constraint, predicate coordination 
offers a potential test for the existence of lexical categorial distinctions in Salish. As can be seen in the 
pairs of examples in (102-7), which involve coordination of (putative) adjectives and nouns, adjectives and 
verbs, and verb and nouns, respectively, the test yields results which are at best ambiguous. Though I have 
attempted to control for confounding variables in constructing these examples (in particular, for the stage
level/individual-level distinction, which is known to be active in St'at'imcets), no obvious syntactic 
generalization emerges; instead, the relative acceptability of the examples seems sensitive to semantic and 
pragmatic factors. 
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102. ? [Kel7aqsten] muta7 [gel gel] 
[strong] 

kw=s=John 
det=nom=John [leader] and 

"John is a leader and strong." 

103. * [Lexlex] 
[intelligent] 

muta7 [kUkwpi7] 
and [chief] 

kw=s=John 
det=nom=John 

104. 

105. * 

106. 

"John is smart and a chief." 

Wa7 
prog 

[s-kwil'] 
stat-prepared 

muta7 
and 

"Lisa is ready and anxiuos (to go)." 

Wa7 [tayt] muta7 
prog [hungry] and 

Wa7 [naplft] mula7 
prog [priest] and 

[q'es-p] 
[anxious-inch] 

kw=s=Lisa 
det=nom=Lisa 

[s-mftsa7q] i=ucwalmlcw=a 
[stat-sit] pl.det=people=exis 

tsunam' -ts-cal kw=s=John 
teach-mouth-act det=nom=John 

"John is a priest and teaches (language)." 

107. * Wa7=tu7 [pix-em'] 
prog=past [hunt-mid] 

muta7 
and 

[kukwpi7] 
[chief] 

kw=s=Roger 
det=nom=Roger 

"Roger hunted and was a chief." 

So far, all the examples of predicate coordination I have given involve unmodified intransitive 
predicates, and are thus ambiguous between coordination of the lexical categories N, A, and V and their 
phrasal projections NP, AP, and VP. However, at least in the case of nominals, it is quite easy to show that 
NPs as well as N's may be coordinated. Firstly, nominal predicates may include a possessor, and possessed 
nominal predicates may be coordinated either with each other or with simple nominal predicates: 

108. 

109. 

[skfcza7-s [Snuk'wa7-s 
[friend -3poss 

s=Lisa] 
nom=Lisa] 

muta7 
and [ mother-3poss 

s=Clayton] 
nom=Clayton] 

kw=s=Gertie 
det=nom=Gertie 

"Gertie is Lisa's friend and Clayton's mother." 

[Sqatsza7-s 
[father-3poss 

s=K wimtscen] 
nom=Kwimtscen] 

"Gary is Kwimtscen's father and a chief." 

muta7 
and 

[kukwpi7] 
[chief] 

kw=s=Gary 
det=nom=Gary 

Second. as documented in Demirdache and Matthewson (1995) and Davis, Lai. and Matthewson 
(1997), more than one predicative element may co-occur in nominal predicates, as long as the last element 
is a noun and all the other elements are individual-level predicates. It is possible to coordinate these 
complex nominal predicates (which have counterparts in many other Salish languages); examples are given 
in (110-111) below: 

110. 
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[Peq 
[White 

kapuh] 
coat] 

muta7 
and 

i=sutik=as 
when.past=winter=3conj 

[q'wexq'wix 
[black 

qmut] 
hat] 

i=s-lhecw-s-an=a 
pLdet=stat -put.on-caus-lsg.erg=exis 

"What I wore last winter was a white coat and a black hat." 



111. [Gelgel kukwpi7] 
[strong chief and 

muta7 [ama 
[good 

plfsmen] 
policeman] 

"Mike is a strong chief and a good policeman." 

kw=Mike 
det=Mike 

It is also possible to coordinate a complex nominal predicate with a simple nominal predicate: 

112. 

113. 

[Kapuh] 
[Coat] 

muta7 
and 

[q'wexq'wix 
[black 

i=natcw=as 
when.past=day=3conj 

qmut] 
hat] 

i=s-lhecw-s-an=a 
pl.det=stat -puton-caus-Isg.erg=exis 

"What I wore yesterday was a coat and a black hat" 

[Q'wexq'wix 
black 

qmut] 
hat] 

i=natcw=as 
when.past=day=3conj 

muta7 
and 

[kapuh] 
[coat] 

i=s-lhecw-s-a.n=a 
pLdet=stat -put.on-caus-Isg.erg=exis 

"What I wore yesterday was a black hat and a coat." 

(Note that (113) has a second interpretation where both the coat and hat are black: this is expected if the 
head noun may be coordinated independently of the predicate modifier.) 

These results are as expected if the noun is the head of the complex nominal predicate. If the 
"modifier", on the other hand, were actually the head, then we would expect coordination of ["modifier" + 
noun] with ["modifier"], as in (114): 

114. * Q'wexq'wix 
black 

[kapuh] 
[coat] 

i=sutik=as 
when.past=winter=3conj 

muta7 
and 

[ts'emx] 
[worn-out] 

i=s-lhecw-s-an=a 
pl.det=stat -puton-1sg.erg=exis 

"What I wore last winter was a worn-out black coat." (Le., "a black coat and a worn-out".) 

The ungrammaticality of (114) provides further evidence for the hypothesis that a complex predicate is 
headed by its rightmost nominal element 

While possessed nominals and complex nominal predicates provide robust support for NP as opposed 
to N coordination, it is far harder to find evidence for (predicative) AP as opposed to A coordination. 
Adjectives are all intransitive in Sfat'imcets, as elsewhere in Salish, and cannot head complex predicates; 
moreover, there are no category specific degree modifiers such as English "very" or "so". The nearest 
equivalents are auxiliary plus second-position clitic expressions such (s)texw=t'u7 "really" and tqilh=t'u7 
"almost", which project beyond the AP level, or suffixal modifiers, such as -7u1 "really" or -almen 
"almost", which project only as far as A. 

115. 

116. 

[Stexw=t'u7 
[really=part 

cw7it] 
many] 

muta7 
and 

[tq{/h=t'u7 q'wel] 
[almost=part ripe 

"The saskatoon berries are very numerous and amost ripe." 

[Qwenuxw-7ul] muta7 
[sick-really] and 

[zuqw-almen] ti7 
[dead-almost] that 

"That poor cat is really sick and almost dead." 

i=stsaqwem=a 
pl.det=saskatoon=exis 

ta=muzmit=a maw 
det=pitiful=exis cat 
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Since the status of adjective as a distinct lexical category in St'at'imcets is dubious (see Demirdache and 
Matthewson 1995 and Davis, Lai, and Matthewson 1997 for opposing views), it may well be that the 
absence of evidence for AP coordination is not an accidental gap. I will leave the issue of AP coordination 
open for now. 

This leaves VP coordination. Since the data here are particularly complex and have potentially 
important repercussions for the structure of the clause in St' at'imcets, I will devote the whole of the next 
section to it. 

4 VP Coordination 

First of all, it is important to remind ourselves of what is at stake here. All other things being equal, 
coordination should provide a test for the constituency of [verb + object] and [verb + subject] 
combinations, thus either supporting or undermining the hypothesis that St'at'imcets has a 
configurationally defined VP, and a hierarchically defined asymmetry between subject and object. Since 
this is perhaps the most central issue in the long-standing debate between 'configurational' and 'non
configurational' representations of clausal structure in Salish, the results are of interest far beyond 
coordination itself. 

4.1 Distinguishing VP from S coordination 

Before turning directly to VP coordination. we must first prepare the ground by eliminating irrelevant 
complications. In particular, it is necessary to show that the cases we are interested in are genuine cases of 
VP coordination, rather than disguised cases of sentential coordination with an ellipsed (pro) subject in one 
conjunct. Since muta7 is quite capable of coordinating sentences, and a pro subject is potentially availabl~ 
in any sentence, an example like (117) has two potential analyses: 

117. Papt=t'u7 wa7 
Always=part prog 

i=sqweyfts=a 
pl.det=rabbit=exis 

kel.kal-en-as 
chase(redup )-dir -3erg 

i=ts'f7=a muta7 
pl.det=deer=exis and 

na=sqaxa7 -lhkalh=a 
abs.det=dog-1 pLposs=exis 

"Our dog always used to chase deer and catch rabbits." 

kwan.en-s-as 
be.caught-caus-3erg 

On one analysis, this example is a case of genuine VP coordination with the subject, na sqaxa71hkalha, 
outside the coordinated VP [kelkalenas i ts'i7aj muta7 [kw{mensas i sqwyitsaJ. On the other, it involves 
sentential coordination, with a pro subject in the first conjunct [kelkalenas i ts'i7a proil, coreferent with the 
subject of the second conjunct, [kwanensas i sqwyitsa na sqaxa71hkalhaj. How can we distinguish the two 
analyses? 

In fact, it is quite easy to do so, since pro is subject to a precedence condition in coordinate 
structures: 

118. pro must have a preceding antecedent 

The effect of this condition can be seen in the following examples. When an overt DP antecedent is 
provided in the first conjunct, pro is licensed in the second, as in (119) and (121); however, when the order 
is reversed, and pro is in the first conjunct. with the antecedent in the second, the resulting sentences are 
ungrammatical with intended coreference, as shown in (120) and (122). Note that all these examples 
contain the conjunction nilh, which we have already seen can only coordinate full clauses. 

119. {V DPi j nilh [V-tr proi ... j 

Talh-Iec 
stand-aut 

s=Mary, 
nom=Mary 

nilh s=sucwt-en-as 
then nom=recognize-dir-3erg 

"Maryi stood up and then shei recognized the chief." 
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120. * [V proi J nilh [V-tr DPi ... J 

* Talh-Iec, 
stand-aut 

.nilh 
then 

s=sucwt-en-as s=Mary 
nom=recognize-dir-3erg nom=Mary 

* "Shei stood up, and then MarYi recognized the chief. Of 

121. {V DPi J nilh [V-pass proi ... J 

Talh-Iec 
stand-aut 

s=Mary, 
nom=Mary 

nilh s=sucwt-en-em 
then nom=recognize-dir-pass 

"Maryi stood up and then shei was recognized by the chief." 

122. * {V proi J nilh [V-pass DPi ... J 

* Talh-lec, 
stand-aut 

nilh 
then 

s=sucwt -en-em 
nom=recognize-dir-pass 

s=Mary 
nom=Mary 

* "Shei stood up, and then MarYi was recognized by the chief." 

ti=kukwpi7=a 
det=chief=exis 

e=ti=kukwpi7=a 
obl=det=chief=exis 

e=ti=kukwpi7 =a 
obl=det=chief=exis 

Thus, interclausally, pro can only be licensed by a preceding antecedent (a natural enough condition, given 
that the reference of pro can easily be provided inter-sententially, where hierarchical conditions are 
inapplicable and linear precedence is clearly the appropriate condition). For our purposes, this means that a 
conjunction of va + vsa cannot contain a pro in the first conjunct. but must be a genuine (if peculiar) 
case of VP-coordination. 

4.2 VP coordination: the data 

Now we are ready to examine our test cases. Since subject-initial structures are more or less confined to 
speakers of the Lower (Mount Currie) dialect (Davis 1999a), I provide data from both Upper and Lower 
dialects. Note also that the unmarked word order is vas in the Upper dialect, vsa in the Lower; this turns 
out to have no bearing on coordination patterns. The data are given in (123-134) below; a summary is 
provided in (135). 

123. VO + VSO 

Lh=as 
when(prog)=3conj 

pfpantsek, wa7 
summer prog 

[kwan.en-s-twitas 
[catch(redup )-caus-3pl.erg 

i=sts'uqwaz'=a] 
pl.det=fish=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[q'weIaw' -en-ftas 
pick. berry-dir -3pl.erg 

i=ucwalmlcw=a 
pl.det=people=exis 

"In the summer, the people catch fish and pick huckleberries." 

nb: 

124. VSO + VO 

mecaoz' 
usa7 

=huckleberry (Lower dialect) 
=huckleberry (Upper dialect) 

i=mecaoz' =a I i=us7 =a] 
pl.det=huckleberry=exis] 

Lhas pfpantsek, wa7 [kwanenstwftas i ucwalmfcwa i sts'uqwaz'a] muta7 [q'welaw'enftas i 
mecaoz'a Ii us7a] 

"In the summer, the people catch fish and pick huckleberries." 
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125. va + vas 

Lhas pfpantsek. wa7 [kwanenstwitas i sts'uqwaz'a] muta7 [q'wehlw'enftas i mecaoz'a I i us7a] i 
ucwalmicwa 

"In the summer, the people catch fish and pick huckleberries." 

126. vas + va 

Lhas pipantsek, wa7 [kwanenstwitas i sts'uqwaz'a] i ucwalmicwa muta7 [q'wehlw'enftas i 
mecaoz'a / i us7a] 

"In the summer, the people catch fish and pick huckleberries." 

127. sva + va (Lower dialect only) 

128. 

* 

129. 

Lhas pipantsek, i ucwalmicwa wa7 [kwanenstwftas i sts'uqwaz'a] muta7 [q'welaw'enitas i 
mecaoz'a] 

"In the summer, the people catch fish and pick huckleberries." 

va + sva (Lower dialect only) 

Lhas pipantsek, wa7 kwanenstwitas i sts'uqwaz'a muta7 i ucwalmicwa q'welaw'eni'tas i 
mecaoz'a 

vsa+a 

Lh=as 
when(prog)=3conj 

pfpantsek, kwan.en-s-twitas i=ucwalmfcw=a 
summer be.caught(redup )-caus-3pl.erg pl.det=people=exis 

[ i=zumak=a] 
[pl.det=spring.salmon=exis] 

muta7 [i=law7=a / i=sxwa7s=a] 
and [pLdet=sockeye.salmon=exis] 

"In the summer, the people catch springs and sockeyes." 

nb: lawa7 = sockeye salmon (Lower St'at'imcets) 
s.xwu7s = sockeye salmon (Upper St'at'imcets) 

130. vas + a 

Lhas pfpantsek, kwanenstwftas [i zumaka] i ucwalmfcwa muta7 [i law7a I i sxwa7sa] 

"In the summer, the people catch springs and sockeyes." 

131. vsa + S 
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Lh=as 
when(prog)=3conj 

pfpantsek, kwan.en-s-twftas i=st' at' imc=a 
pl.det=St' at'imc=exis summer be.caught(redup )-caus-3pl.erg 

[i=law7=a I i=sxwa7s=a] 
[pl.det=sockeye.salmon=exis] 

muta7 
and 

[i=scwapmec=a] 
[pl.det=Secwepemc=exis] 

"In the summer, the Sfc1t'imc catch sockeye and Secwepemc." (only interpretation) 



132. VOS + S 

Lhas pipantsek, kwanenstwftas i hiw7a / i sxwa7sa [i st'at'imca] muta7 [i scwapmeca] 

"In the summer, the St'at'imc and the Secwepemc catch sockeyes." 

133. SVO + 0 [Lower dialect only] 

Lhas pfpantsek, i st'at'imca kwanenstwftas [i zumaka] muta7 [i hlw7a] 

"In the summer, the St'at'imc catch springs and sockeyes." 

134. * SVo + S [Lower dialect only] 

Lhas pfpantsek. i st'at'imca kwanenstwftas [i hlw7a] muta7 [i scwapmeca] 

"In the summer, the St'at'imc catch catch sockeyes and Secwepemc." (Only interpretation) 

135. Summary of the VP-coordination data 

VO+ VSO 
VSO+ VO 
VO+ VOS 
VOS+ VO 
SVO+ VO 
VO+SVO 

VSO+O 
VOS+O 
VSO+S 
VOS+S 
SVO+O 
SVO+S 

# 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 

(Upper dialect) 

" "\j 

"\j 

\J 

-
-

" " * 

" -
-

4.3 Implications for configurationality 

(Lower dialect) 
-.J 
-.J 

'J 
'J 

" * 

" " * 

" " * 

Even a brief examination of the data tabulated in (135) reveals that VP coordination is not a simple matter 
in St'at'imcets. However, neither is it random; once we begin to examine the facts more closely, we can 
extract the following generalizations: 

(i) Coordination is grammatical in all cases where we would expect it to be possible if St'at'imcets 
had a configurationally defined VP, excluding the subject. This accounts for the patterns in (125, 
127, 129, 132, and 133). 

(ii) Coordination is possible where a subject pro could be licensed by a preceding antecedent, as 
in (124) and (126). 

(iii) Coordination is ungrammatical in (128), (131). and (134), as we would expect if St'at'imcets 
had a configurationally defined VP, excluding the subject. 

(iv) Coordination is possible - contrary to expectations - where the object is 'stranded' by an 
intervening subject, as in (123) and (130). 

Clearly, the anomalous (and therefore interesting) cases are those in (iv), which appear to involve 
coordination of non-constituents. In fact, the VO + VSOpattern in (123), with a subject unexpectedly· 
lodged inside the second conjunct, is precisely the one used by Chung (1990, 1998) to argue that VSO 
order in Chamorro is derived from an underlying (configurational) VOS order by lowering the subject into 
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the vp. where it adjoins to a projection of V ,leaving an expletive in the original subject position. Her 
analysis is given in (136). 

136. IP 

I'~ ~e 
/~ I 

!NFL ./vr~ (expl) 

VP muta7 

/ "" 
VP 
/~ 

V 0 /V~ 0 
V S 

However, there is no way to derive the VOS + 0 case in (130) by subject adjunction, since the subject is 
not attached to a projection of V, but inside a coordinated object. Under the subject adjunction analysis, 
(l30) would have to be represented as in (l37): 

137. 

I'/IP~e 
/ "" I INFL /" VP" (expl) 

V /o\~ 
/0 muta7 0 

o ~s 
At best, this is an unwelcome extension of subject adjunction to adjoin to any projection, rather than a V
projection. 

However. it turns out that more conventional phrase-structure accounts do even less well with the 
facts in (iv). Take, for example, an analysis based on Kayne's (1994) theory of anti-symmetry. Given anti
symmetry, coordinate structures cannot be 'flat', as in the traditional analysis adopted by Chung. Instead, 
VP-coordination structures would have to be based on the following basic configuration: 

138. F 

~F' 
~P 
~p 
~, 
~'2 

Can we derive either (123) or (130) from this initial configuration? Certainly not in any simple or elegant 
fashion. In fact, in order to derive (123). we would have to through the following steps (where FI, F2 ... Fn 
are arbitrary functional projections necessary to support moved constituents): 

(i) raise the object DP out of the second conjunct V'2 to Fl to yield 
[02 [S [ V'l [Co [ V2 t]]]]] 
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(ii) raise S to F2, to yield 
[ S [02 [t [ V'l [Co [ V2 t]]]]]] 

(iii) raise the remnant CoordinateP to F3, to yield 
[[ V' 1 [Co [ V2 t] [ S [02 [t t]]]]]] 
with the required order. 

There is a further serious problem with this derivation: step (i) violates the Coordinate Structure Constraint, 
which is independently known to hold in St'at'imcets (see Davis, Gardiner and Matthewson 1993, and 
Section 6 below). 

The derivation of (130) is equally problematic in a Kayneian framework: I leave the reader to 
work out the details. 

At this point I could conclude that VP coordination in St'at'imcets is simply anomalous. Yet (123) 
and (130) seem to have something in common: they both involve a subject on the right periphery appearing 
inside an adjacent coordinated constituent. This suggests that there may be a more superficial 
generalization underlying both (123) and (130): namely, a rule which 'tucks' a subject inside a coordinated 
constituent to its left. The fact that it violates rather fundamental grammatical principles (such as the 
requirement for an antecedent to c-command its trace) suggests that such a rule may be a low-level, quasi
phonological process, with little bearing on underlying structure. I leave this issue open for further 
exploration. 

5 Coordination and subject clitics 

I now turn to a rather different set of coordination data. bearing on the relation of subject clitics to their 
hosts. As in other Salish languages, subject clitics in St' at' imcets show semi-independent behavior: unlike 
affixes, they are mobile, in that they attach to the first predicative element in a clause, which may be an 
auxiliary or the main predicate; but like affixes. they lack independent stress and must associate with a 
prosodic ally independent host. Coordination is a particularly good tool for investigating the syntax of 
subject clitics, because it has the potential to reveal constituency independently of linear order. which for 
clitics is to a large extent prosodically rather than syntactically driven. While subject clitics can never 
themselves be coordinated (as would be expected, given their dependent status), verbs and auxiliaries in 
their scope sometimes may. It is these facts which will be the focus of our attention in this section. 

A further interesting wrinkle in the data is provided by a dialect 'split: in the Upper dialect, subject 
clitics are always enclitics. whereas in the Lower dialect they may also appear pre-predicatively, with an 
imperfective interpretation which probably originally derived from the elision of the progressive auxiliary 
wa7 (see van Eijk 1997). 

5.1 The data 

Basic data are given in (139-159). All the examples have the same interpretation: "I smoke and drink." 
Activity predicates are employed in order to minimize the effect of the progressive auxiliary wa7, which is 
freely available with activity predicates but adds little or nothing to their interpretation. 

139. clitic {V] muta7 {V] (Lower dialect only) 

kan [man'c-em] 
1sg.subj [smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

[uqwa7] 
[drink] 

140. *clitic [V] muta7 {wa7 V] (Lower dialect only) 

* kan [man'c-em] 
1sg.subj [smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

[wa7 
[prog 

uqwa7] 
drink] 

141. [clitic VJ muta7 [wa7=clitic VJ (Lower dialect only) 

[kan 
[lsg.subj 

man'c-em] 
smoke-mid] 

muta7 [wa7=lhkan 
and [prog=lsg.subj 

uqwa7] 
drink] 
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142. [clitlc V] muta7 [clitlc V] (Lower dialect only) 

[kan man'c-em] muta7 [kan uqwa7] 
[lsg.subj smoke-mid] and [lsg.subj drink] 

143. [clitlc Vi muta7 [V=clitic] (Lower dialect only) 

[kan man'c-em] muta7 [uqwa7=lhkan] 
[lsg.subj smoke-mid] and [drink=lsg.subj] 

144. wa7 =clitlc [V] muta7 [V] 

wa7=lhkan [man'c-em] muta7 [uqwa7] 
prog= lsg.subj [smoke-mid] and [drink] 

145. *wa7 =clitic [V] muta7 [wa7 V] 

* wa7=lhkan [man'c-em] muta7 [wa7 uqwa7] 
prog= 1 sg.subj [smoke-mid] and [prog drink] 

146. [wa7=clitlc V] muta7 [wa7=clitlc Vi 

[wa7=lhkan man'c-em] muta7 [wa7=lhkan uqwa7] 
[prog= lsg.subj smoke-mid] and [prog=lsg.subj drink] 

147. [wa7=clitic V] muta7 [clitlc V] (Lower dialect only) 

[wa7=lhkan man'c-em] muta7 [kan uqwa7] 
[prog=1 sg.subj smoke-mid] and [lsg.subj drink] 

148. [wa7=clitic VJ muta7 [V=clitic] 

[wa7=lhkan man'c-em] muta7 [uqwa7=lhkan] 
[prog=lsg.subj smoke-mid] ,and [drink= 1 sg.subj] 

149. {V]=clitic muta7 [V] 

[man' c-em ]=lhkan muta7 [uqwa7] 
[smoke-mid]=lsg.subj and [drink] 

150. *{Vi=clitic muta7 [wa7 Vi 

* [man'c-em]=lhkan muta7 [wa7 uqwa7J 
[smoke-mid]= lsg.subj and [prog drink] 

151. [V=clitic] muta7 [wa7=clitic V] 

[man'c-em=lhkan] muta7 [wa7=lhkan uqwa7] 
[smoke-mid= 1 sg.subj] and [prog=lsg.subj drink] 

152. [V=cliticj muta7 [clitic Vj (Lower dialect only) 

[man'c-em=lhkan] muta7 [kan uqwa7J 
[smoke-mid= lsg.subj] and [lsg.subj drink] 
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153. [V=e!itie] muta7 [V=clitie] 

[man'c-em=lhkan] 
[smoke-mid=lsg.subj] 

muta7 
and 

[uqwa7=lhkan] 
[drink= Isg.subj] 

154. *{V] muta7 clitie {V] (Lower dialect only) 

* [man'c-em] 
[smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

155. {Vi muta7 wa7=clitic {V] 

[man'c-em] 
[smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

156. [V] muta7 [V]=clitic 

[man'c-em] 
[smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

kan [uqwa7] 
Isg.subj [drink] 

wa7=lhkan 
prog= Isg.subj 

[ uqwa7]=lhkan 
[drink]= Isg.subj 

[uqwa7] 
[drink] 

157. *[wa7 V] mula7 clitic (V] (Lower dialect only) 

* [wfJ.7 
[prog 

man'c-em] 
smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

158. *[wa7 Vi mula7 wa7=clitic [V] 

* [wfJ.7 
[prog 

man'c-em] 
smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

159. *[wa7 V] muta7 (V]=clitic 

* [wfJ.7 
[prog 

man'c-em] 
smoke-mid] 

muta7 
and 

kan [uqwa7] 
Isg.subj [drink] 

wa7=lhkan 
prog= Isg.subj 

[uqwa7]=lhkan 
[drink] = 1 sg.subj 

The data are summarized in the table in (160): 

[uqwa7] 
[drink] 
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160. 

kan [V + V] 
kan [V] + [wa7 V] 
[kan V] + [wa7=lhkan V] 
[kan V ] + [kan V] 
[kan V] + [V=lhkan] 
wa7=lhkan [V + V] 
[wa7]=lhkan [V] + [wa7 V] 
[wa7=lhkan V]+[wa7=lhkan V] 
[wa7=lhkan V] + [kan V] 
[wa7=lhkan V] + [V=lhkan] 
[V]=lhkan + [V] 
[V]=lhkan + [wa7 V] 
[V=lhkan]+ [wa7=lhkan V] 
[V=lhkan] + [kan V] 
[V=lhkan] + [V=lhkan] 
[V] + kan [V] 
[V] + wa7=lhkan [V] 
[V] + [V]=lhkan 
[wa7 V] + kan [VJ 
[wa7 V]+ [wa7]=lhkan [V] 
[wa7 V] + [V]=lhkan 

# 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 

5.2 Implications for structure 

(UJlper dialect) (Lower dialect) 
- ~ 
- * 
-

"" - ~ 
- ~ 
~ -.J 

* * 

"" 
, 

- , 
~ , 
"" 

, 
* * 
-.J ~ 
- ? 
-.J 

"" - * 
~ ? 
~ ~ 
- * 
* * 
* * 

Once again, though somewhat bewildering at first. the data fall into clear patterns. The first point to make is 
that it is certainly possible to coordinate two lexical verbs in the scope of a single subject clitic: this is 
shown by (139). (144), (149), (155), and (156). That this is genuine constituent coordination, rather than 
clausal or phrasal conjunction with a coreferential pro in the second conjunct, is shown by examples (140), 
(145) and (150), which contain the auxiliary wa7 and thus involve coordination of a constituent larger than 
V (presumaby either VP or IP). These examples are ungrammatical even though a subject clitic occurs in 
the first conjunct, thus providing a potential preceding antecedent for pro in the second conjunct, in 
conformity with the pro-precedence condition in (118). In fact, the ungrammaticality of these examples (as 
well as the examples in (157) in (158) and (159)) shows that a subject clitic never licenses pro, an 
interesting fact in itself. 

The second point to make is that the clitic-initial structures with kan V behave identically to 
auxiliary plus enclitic structures with wa7=lhkan V. This provides important independent syntactic support 
for the hypothesis that clitic-initial structures are derived synchronically as well as diachronically from 
enclitic structures with an ellipsed wa7. 

Third, the grammaticality of example (149), where the subject clitic occurs between two 
coordinated verbs, shows that at least some prosodic movement must take place at a post-syntactic leveL 
This is because the relevant configuration for constituent coordination is disrupted by the enclitic; by 
assuming coordination is licensed prior to movement. this case can be assimilated to ordinary cases of V
coordination, such as (156). The relevant configuration (assuming verb-movement of the whole 
coordinated V round the subject clitic, prior to encliticization), is given in (161): 

161. [[V=[subject clitici]] muta7 [V]]j ei 

Here we see that an account of subject clitics needs to take into account both prosodic factors (since the 
subject must encliticize if a host is available) and syntactic factors (V-movement must take place in order to 
provide the relevant host). 
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6. Conclusion 

As I pointed out in the introduction, remarkably little use has been made of coordination in Salish. even 
though it is usually one of the more important diagnostic instruments in the syntactician's tool-kit. This 
paper has been a first step towards filling this lacuna, though I have left many interesting issues unexplored. 
including the status of the Coordinate Structure Constraint and Across the Board extraction (though see 
Davis, Gardiner and Matthewson 1993 for some preliminary data), and the status of coordination-related 
deletion rules such as VP-deletion, Sluicing, and Stripping. I hope to explore these issues at a future point; 
in the meantime, I hope the present paper inspires others to explore coordination across Salish. 
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Appendix Key to St'at'imcets (van Eijk) orthography 

orthographic value phonemic value 

p p 

p' 
,. 
p 

t t 

t' 
, 

" ts C 
ts' ,. 

C 

k k 

kw kW 

k' ~ 
k'w ~w 

q q 

qw qW 

q' 
,. 
q 

q'w "w q 

s S 
1h 4-

c X 
cw XW 

x ~ 

xw ~W 

h h 

m m 

m' , 
m 

n n 

Henry Davis, 
Department of Linguistics, 
University of British Columbia 
£-2701866 Main Mall, 
Vancouvel~ B. C. 
V6K 121 Canada 

(c) 

(5) 

<henryd@interchange.ubc.ca> 

orthographic value 

fl.' 

z 

Z' 

1 

l' 

r 

r' 

g 

gw 

g' 

g'w 

7 

y 

t 
w 

w' 

i 

ii 

e 

v 

u 

0 

a 

ao 

phonemic value 
,. 
n 

Z 

Zl 

1 
,. 
1 

y 

1 
y 

r 

rW 

r I' 

r IW 

? 

y 
,. 
y 

'II 
, 
'II 

i 

i 
Q 

i. 

U 

.Y. 

a 

§. 




